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Reduce costs and embrace emerging technologies by transitioning from 
proprietary platforms with Dell and Red Hat.

UNIX-TO- 
LINUX  
MIGRATION 
FOR THE  
MODERN  
ENTERPRISE 

TODAY, MORE THAN EVER, ENTERPRISES NEED TO OPERATE EFFICIENTLY.  
Mergers and acquisitions driven by industry consolidation during the past few years 
have introduced unprecedented complexity. IT departments must grapple with inte-
grating proprietary systems that run the business. 

At the same time, organizations are under acute pressure to revamp their IT systems 
to comply with mounting regulations, and to be able to take advantage of emerging 
technologies such as cloud, mobile, and big data that can help them gain a competi-
tive edge. Enterprises need to ensure they’re making the right technology decisions  
to support the business.

Despite this need to maximize efficiency and minimize costs, organizations in all 
industries are often hesitant to migrate crucial business applications from proprietary 
systems. While legacy systems are expensive to maintain and can hold organizations 
back from deploying innovative technologies, the fear is that changing the platforms 
that have worked for years will disrupt operations and create a whole new set of 
issues. Enterprises are often resistant to the idea of replacing legacy systems that 
required significant time and money to get up and running, despite mounting costs  
to maintain, support, and service older equipment and applications.

“One of the largest concerns holding back enterprises today is this notion of honoring 
sunk costs,” says Stuart Kirk, practice executive with Dell Services. “Organizations 
have made significant investments in legacy platforms, so it’s difficult for them to 
imagine displacing those technologies. Yet I’ve never seen a case where there hasn’t 
been a financial benefit realized by moving to both an open-standards platform and 
operating system.”
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Motivated to migrate
Modernizing application environments by moving from 
proprietary platforms to open source Linux® on commodity 
x86-based hardware offers a number of key benefits to 
enterprises looking to maximize efficiency. The lower cost, 
greater manageability, and proven reliability of x86-based 
servers—combined with the enterprise features and applica-
tion breadth of Linux—offer organizations a level of perfor-
mance, flexibility, and innovation that can’t be matched by 
UNIX platforms. 

“Linux has matured to become a datacenter-grade, 
enterprise-ready operating system running on powerful 
commodity hardware that together offers all of the services 
that legacy systems offer with a number of important bene-
fits,” says Patrick Rutledge, principal consultant with Red Hat. 

Benefits of migrating to Linux on an x86-based platform 
include:

n Lower acquisition costs Linux on x86-based servers 
represents significant cost savings over running UNIX on 
proprietary hardware, both in software license fees and 
hardware cost. 

 “Migration can be very cost-effective in the near term—it 
means avoiding license costs while leveraging  commodity 
hardware, and often doing an application upgrade at 
the same time,” says Larry Spangler, senior manager of 
solutions with Red Hat. “In many cases, the migration is 
almost immediately financially beneficial.”

n Lower ownership costs Because running Linux on 
commodity x86-based servers doesn’t require specialized 
support staff or consultants with specific proprietary-
system skills, organizations can avoid these mounting 
personnel costs. 

 What’s more, any investments that companies make 
to support these applications can be shared across the 
organization’s industry-standard platform. And because 
x86-based servers require less power, cooling, and 
datacenter space than legacy hardware, those costs are 
reduced as well.

n Easily scale on demand Enterprises can easily scale out 
to meet increasing performance needs by adding inexpen-
sive x86-based servers. As server technology evolves and 
these systems become more powerful, they offer a greater 
concentration of computing resources and therefore greater 
server utilization.

n Wide choice of enterprise applications and  
management tools More third-party application and 
tool vendors create products for industry-standard open 
systems than for proprietary ones, offering enterprises 
greater flexibility and choice.

n No vendor lock-in Migrating away from proprietary 
systems means enterprises are no longer limited to only 
the features that legacy platform vendors choose to add 
to their systems. It also eliminates worry over changing 
market conditions that might lead vendors to drastically 
raise prices, change technologies, or pull the plug on their 
platforms.

n High levels of reliability, availability and serviceability 
Today’s x86-based platforms are making rapid advances 
in these 3 areas, offering enterprise-class capabilities 
once thought to be the exclusive domain of proprietary 
platforms.

n Take advantage of innovative technology Develop-
ments such as virtualization, mobile capabilities, big data 
analysis, and cloud computing are fully supported by (and 
in many cases were initially developed for) Linux. And 
because Linux is open source, developers across vendors 
or corporate boundaries collaborate to improve the plat-
form and magnify its capabilities.

“Migrating to Linux on x86-based platforms comes down 
to escaping the restrictive cost structures and decaying 
scenarios that UNIX represents and moving to a platform 
that offers business agility and innovation on many different 
fronts,” said  Spangler.

Benefits of Dell and Red Hat collaboration
Just as migrating from proprietary UNIX-to-Linux on industry-
standard platforms is an important move for enterprises 
today, so too is choosing the right partner to work with on 
these projects. Experience, capability, and flexibility are the 
most important features to look for in a migration partner. 
When enterprises work with companies that offer the proper 
planning, scoping, and skills, this migration can be achieved 
with minimal disruption and maximum benefit.

“Organizations have made significant  

investments in legacy platforms, so it’s  

difficult for them to imagine displacing those 

technologies. Yet I’ve never seen a case 

where there hasn’t been a financial benefit 

realized by moving to both an open-standards  

platform and operating system.”

— Stuart Kirk 
practice executive, Dell Services



“Enterprises should work with a service provider who has 
the right methodology and tools in place, as well as the 
understanding and experience needed to do the job well,” 
says Spangler. “Make sure the partner is focused on the 
customer’s value proposition, not their own, and is offering 
the best service possible.”

Dell and Red Hat recently joined forces to support enterprises 
as they transition from legacy UNIX systems to Red Hat® 
Enterprise Linux on Dell servers. This relationship includes 
more than 3,400 vendors with software applications certified 
to run on Red Hat Enterprise Linux. 

The partnership also features an OEM arrangement between 
Dell and Red Hat. Dell provides customers with a one-stop 
shop for hardware, software, services, and support under 
this agreement. And with Dell Services’ experience and 
expertise, customers are guided through the modernization  
process in a way that’s cost-effective, future-proof, and 
minimally disruptive.

“We often see clients run into a number of issues when 
attempting to do this migration on their own,” said Kirk. 
“Most enterprises are resource-strained; their IT assets have 
been completely utilized with steady-state maintenance, 
and budgets have been allocated to preserve current legacy 
hardware platforms. As a result, there are no resources, 
time, or budget to plan a platform migration strategy.

“Moreover, many enterprises don’t have the required level 
of transparency into their legacy applications and hardware 
platforms to understand the interdependencies that exist. 
For example, if, on a legacy platform, you shut down an LDAP 
service that an application requires, it could cause an outage 
and lead to a serious disruption. These relationships need 
to be understood and accommodated before the migration 
process is started.”

Dell’s application modernization services
Dell Services offers a wide range of end-to-end applica-
tion modernization services that provide enterprises the 
flexibility, cost savings, and performance they need today. 
Services include:

n Application re-hosting This approach enhances existing 
application code, data constructs, and end-user interfaces 
by moving them to an open industry-standard platform. 
While the underlying hardware changes, the program code 
and processes remain largely intact to minimize end-
user disruption, maximize ROI, and make the migration 
as smooth as possible. (See text box for a list of common 
applications and workloads that can be re-hosted.)  

n Application re-architecting Dell transforms legacy 
application architectures written in languages such as 
COBOL, RPG, PL/1, and Fortran to modern architectures 
such as Java, while retaining key business functionality 
and differentiators. Re-architected applications and 
databases are based on existing business, code, and 
data assets, so that the application remains functionally 
intact and complete, but reaps the benefits of a modern, 
state-of-the-art architecture. 

n Application portfolio assessment With this option, 
Dell Services performs an assessment of an organiza-
tion’s application portfolio and provides a 360-degree 
view of how these applications and related processes 
support the business. This insight creates a comprehen-
sive inventory of assets and interdependencies that will 
allow for clear planning to modernize, replace, or retire 
applications as needed.

For those enterprises interested in determining what sort of 
returns are possible from a migration to Linux on x86-based 
servers, Dell Services can generate a business case as a 
product of their Migration Services Assessment offering.  In 
addition to the complexity and resource models required 
to perform the actual migration, the business case can 
show the returns that can be expected during the migration 
window. It can also provide post-implementation predic-
tions, generating a full and complete projected return-on-
investment (ROI).  This projected ROI can then be used to 
provide justification for the actual migration execution and/or 
a migration at a larger scope than originally considered.

The Dell difference
Dell Services’ experienced team of professionals offers 
a wide range of UNIX-to-Linux migration capabilities. The 
company can re-host end-user interfaces, application 
environments, development languages and utilities, data 
sources, and operating systems, so that customers can 
benefit from industry-standard open source platforms.  
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COMMON RE-HOST CANDIDATE EXAMPLES

n Database migrations: Oracle, EnterpriseDB  
(PostgreSQL), IBM DB2, MySQL…

n Packaged applications: SAP, PeopleSoft,  
Oracle E-Business Suite, Oracle Forms, SAS,  
IBM Lotus Notes…

n Java/Web applications: Oracle WebLogic,  
IBM WebSphere, Apache Tomcat, JBoss…

n Infrastructure applications: Web, FTP, DNS,  
SMTP, Email, Kerberos, RPM Repository…

n Application languages (like-for-like code moves):  
C/C++, Java, COBOL…



In an enterprise-wide transformation, typical migration 
timelines using Dell’s best practices and methodologies are 
between 2 and 8 weeks per application. This timeline varies 
depending on application complexity. For example, edge 
services such as DNS or DHCP can usually be migrated with 
relatively low effort, while complex databases, custom code, 
or ERP systems may take several months to fully migrate.

Dell Services takes a multidimensional view of a project’s 
scope by analyzing code, software versions, memory, 
network latency, CPU and disk utilization, business services, 
and the potential complexities inherent in multiple data-
centers. This detailed view gives Dell Services a complete 
understanding of a customer’s current environment. From 
that deep understanding, Dell’s team maps migration paths 
to future environments based on virtual and physical Linux 
infrastructure, with updated application consolidation wher-
ever possible.

Dell has significant UNIX experience, with well-documented 
steps for successful migration and real-world use cases 
that demonstrate significant ROI (see sidebar). What’s more, 
thanks to the company’s close partnership with Red Hat, 
virtually all Linux support issues are solved in-house.

Dell Services uses a migration methodology that includes a 
number of phases to ensure a successful outcome:

n Workshop—explores the customer’s situation, needs, 
and the prospective benefits of migration through consul-
tative whiteboard sessions.

n Assessment—includes discovery, risk and trend analysis, 
assessment documentation and next steps.

n Design—includes discovery and phase review, formal 
design documentation, lab and pilot envisioning, migration 
and implementation approach envisioning, and next steps.

n Implementation—develops a production infrastructure, 
performs a validated migration process, captures and 
communicates metrics, and produces final migration and 
implementation documentation.

n Manage and support—offers an operational overview, 
internship or on-site engineers, performance tuning  
and optimization, training and enterprise support, and 
maintenance. 

In addition, Dell Services’ UNIX-to-Linux migration projects 
often maintain momentum through self-funding waves that 
deal with simple and high-value migration tasks first and 
then build on that success. The first wave targets low-risk, 
high-value projects that work to build skills and provide rapid 
returns for the organization in terms of system and soft-
ware cost reduction. The resulting cost savings are used to 

fund the second wave, which typically includes moderately 
difficult projects that represent some risk and moderate- to 
high-value returns. These second-wave projects also refine 
skills. The third wave, funded by savings from the second 
wave, is typically a high-risk, difficult project with moderate 
value that creates a dynamic, agile environment.

Conclusion
With today’s operational complexity, the benefits of open, 
industry-standard platforms are needed more than ever.  
The time is right for enterprises grappling with legacy 
systems to make the move to Linux on x86-based servers. 
Companies that embark on a UNIX-to-Linux migration gain 
the performance, flexibility, and innovative advantages of 
this industry-standard platform, and can benefit from cost 
savings today and a future-proof, enterprise-grade applica-
tion environment going forward. n
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Dell benefits from its own migration

Dell isn’t just a UNIX-to-Linux migration service partner 
—it has seen the benefits of application modernization 
first-hand.

The company hit a wall when it realized that its offline 
order management system, which ran on proprietary 
Oracle/Sun hardware, couldn’t scale to accommodate a 
growing customer base. Dell found the system couldn’t 
provide the reliability and performance advantages 
afforded by its own servers. Dell decided to migrate  
the system—which ran on an Oracle database—to its 
own PowerEdge x86-based servers running Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux. Among the benefits:

n Investment payback in 6 months  

n ROI of 202% over 5 years

n No major outages since deployment

n Enhanced application functionality providing  
new, major business benefits while increasing  
reliability and performance

n Only a minor, simple memory upgrade was required 
to keep pace with larger-than-anticipated user- 
base growth

n Avoided more than $20 million in annual  
software licensing costs


